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FantasyAuthor JanalynVoigtWeaves Magic into NewHistorical Romance
JanalynVoigt Release Hills of Nevermore (MontanaGold, #1)

WHITE SALMON, Wash., APR 19, 2017 — Multi-published fantasy and mystery
author Janalyn Voigt dives into the 1800s in historical romance Hills of Nevermore,
book 1 in the MONTANAGOLD series.

“This story fromVoigt…manages to keep the reader glued to every twist and
turn.”

--Library Journal

America Liberty Reed is a young and recent widow trying to build a life for herself
and her baby girl in the rough and unforgiving Idaho Territory. Along with fellow
widow and friend Addie Martin and her son, America works toward stability and
redemption from a secret nobody can know. When she runs into the foolhardy Irish
circuit preacher Shane Hayes, she is confronted with her sense of fear, anger, and
shame in the sight of God. While Shane deeply desires to help and love America, it
will take both of them discovering what forgiveness and grace truly means before

they can ever find peace together.

“Voigt is a talented author who has weaved several genres into her novel, and has created a beautiful
first story in her MontanaGold series.”

-- RomanticTimes

Set in the 1800s and based on actual historical events, Hills of Nevermore stirs up the grit, greed, and grime of the
OldWest while showing how even in the roughest places with the heaviest shame, faith, courage, and love can still
shine brighter than gold. Hills of Nevermore is the perfect book for book groups, Bible studies, and even groups
seeking to compare the shaky definition of morality in America today to the same battle for Right and Wrong in
the turbulentOldWest.

Hills of Nevermore is book 1 in the MONTANA GOLD series. Book 2, Cheyenne Sunrise, will release January 2018
fromMountain Brook Ink. For more information, or to order a copy, contact NikkiWright.

Janalyn Voigt’s lifelong love of storytelling began in childhood when she dreamed up her own bedtime stories. She
grew into a precocious reader, a pastime she credits with teaching her to write. Janalyn trained formally with
Christian Writers Guild. Today she is a multi-genre author and literary judge. Janalyn is represented by Wordserve
Literary.

Visit Janalyn: janalynvoigt.com
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Mountain Brook Ink is a small press based out ofWhite Salmon,Washington owned bymulti-published and
ECPA best-selling author, Miralee Ferrell. To find out more about Mountain Brook Ink’s publications go to:
www.mountainbrookink.com
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